CiPerGenesis, A Mutagenesis Approach that Produces Small Libraries of Circularly Permuted Proteins Randomly Opened at a Focused Region: Testing on the Green Fluorescent Protein.
Circularly permuted proteins (cpPs) represent a novel type of mutant proteins with original termini that are covalently linked through a peptide connector and opened at any other place of the polypeptide backbone to create new ends. cpPs are finding wide applications in biotechnology because their properties may be quite different from those of the parental protein. However, the actual challenge for the creation of successful cpPs is to identify those peptide bonds that can be broken to create new termini and ensure functional and well-folded cpPs. Herein, we describe CiPerGenesis, a combinatorial mutagenesis approach that uses two oligonucleotide libraries to amplify a circularized gene by PCR, starting and ending from a focused target region. This approach creates small libraries of circularly permuted genes that are easily cloned in the correct direction and frame using two different restriction sites encoded in the oligonucleotides. Once expressed, the protein libraries exhibit a unique sequence diversity, comprising cpPs that exhibit ordinary breakpoints between adjacent amino acids localized at the target region as well as cpPs with new termini containing user-defined truncations and repeats of some amino acids. CiPerGenesis was tested at the lid region G134-H148 of green fluorescent protein (GFP), revealing that the most fluorescent variants were those starting at Leu141 and ending at amino acids Tyr145, Tyr143, Glu142, Leu141, Lys140, and H139. Purification and biochemical characterization of some variants suggested a differential expression, solubility and maturation extent of the mutant proteins as the likely cause for the variability in fluorescence intensity observed in colonies.